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FROM THE CHAIR OF THE BOARD OF DIRECTORS

FROM THE PRESIDENT AND CEO

Judith B. Rappaport

Mary M. Barnes

Continuing a Legacy Through Education
Our 19th Annual Alzheimer’s Educational Conference took place March 17-18. The feedback we
received confirmed that the conference was a major success. For this conference, success is based
on meeting these increasingly important goals:
1.
Was it educational?
2.
Were there a great number of caregivers?
3.
Did we attract local physicians to participate and attend?
4.
Was the venue conducive for conducting a conference?
5.
Were there a great number of exhibitors in attendance?
6.
Did the conference meet the Board of Directors’ expectations?
I am pleased to report the answer to all of these questions is a resounding “Yes!”
This annual event is not a fundraiser. We, as a Board, feel it is critically important to bring together talent, expertise, and
value to our families and the community at large on care and research as it relates to Neurocognitive Disorders (diseases).
I heard comments from attendees such as: “This was the most informative conference,” and “better than last year because
of the quality of the information presented.” Again, without exception, everyone I personally spoke with - professionals
and family members - walked away having learned something new. Additionally, this year the conference experienced the
highest number of professionals seeking CEUs, CMEs, and CLEs which further demonstrates how we are building a legacy
for our community.
None of this would have been possible without the intense focus and dedication of our staff who worked on the conference
for almost the entire year. They are the conference heroes and have our grateful thanks for creating and managing this
excellent experience.
As we review the conference evaluations, we will be mindful of their importance for improving next year’s conference and
maintaining our status for “better than last year because of the quality of the information presented.” The next conference
will have special meaning as it will be our 20th Alzheimer’s Educational Conference. We hope to see you there to help us
celebrate.
As you browse through this magazine, you’ll see wonderful pictures from the conference as well as the other special events
that we were a part of over the last three months. I hope you will enjoy these special moments in the lives of our attendees.
As always I thank you for continuing to support our local work and mission and please remember your donation goes far,
but not far away.

The Building Blocks of Care
The theme for this spring magazine, “Building a Legacy for Our Community,” is very
appropriate because of all the happenings that occurred at this year’s Annual Alzheimer’s
Educational Conference. This marked the first year we welcomed the Florida Department of
Elder Affairs Secretary, Samuel P. Verghese, who spoke about his vision as it relates to
“Dementia Care and Cure,” a major new initiative of the department. We were also honored
to have Speaker pro tempore Matt Hudson, who has proven consistently his commitment to
the welfare and safety of our most vulnerable and fragile population - our Floridians who
cope daily with the effects of Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders.
This annual event is symbolic of what we as an organization stand for every day of the year care, education and training, interventions, services that are appropriate and affordable, and our passion for enabling
our families to live with dignity and integrity throughout the course of the disease and in their homes and the
community as well.
There were outstanding speakers at the conference, all of whom made an impact on those in attendance.
We also want to thank the sponsors and exhibitors that make the conference so special. Another highlight of the
conference for caregivers and other professionals is the networking that takes place that allows these individuals to
learn about one another. Socialization, education, and making new friends is what the conference is all about. I thank
our Board of Directors for being so dedicated to sponsoring this event each year.
Finally, I must recognize our staff who work hard all year long to make this event such a dynamic happening. Our
leadership, our development team, and all our staff who make up our service teams (specialized day care, family nurse
consultants, education, and all those in fiscal, grant writers, and administration) and of course our volunteers, all play
a significant role in producing such an outstanding conference. There is not enough room in this magazine to give real
credence to all they do to make this organization the unique provider that it is, but to say thank you, two small words
but with great feeling and meaning.
Again, thank you for supporting Alzheimer’s Community Care, and to the real heroes of our cause, our families.

Care

Fondly,
Mary M. Barnes
President & CEO

Sincerely,
Judith B. Rappaport, Chair
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BUILDING A LEGACY FOR 20 YEARS
In each of our Quarterly Magazines throughout 2016, we are celebrating 20 years of Alzheimer’s
Community Care serving those families affected by Alzheimer’s disease and related neurocognitive
disorders. In this issue, we focus on “family attention” – the hallmark of our model of care.

Why do they do so? What makes Alzheimer’s Community Care stand out? It’s our multidisciplinary
team of specialists who work together to create a “safety net and infusion of resources inclusive of
a care strategy” that takes into consideration the whole family’s needs. This relentless pursuit of an
effective care plan on a progressive disease, which requires partnerships with nontraditional
approaches, lends hope for every family that makes it to Alzheimer’s Community Care’s doors.
Education inspires both new health providers and solutions that will continually improve patient
care and help to our families. Our Board of Directors and leadership team are committed to making
new inroads with their collaborations and partnerships that will make our model of care accessible
to every community that values their model of care for their local families.
Many important new care services have been created through the influence and expertise of the staff
at Alzheimer’s Community Care. This influence is evident with the establishment of the first
Alzheimer’s Medicaid Waiver (2005 to 2010), the Florida Silver Alert law that went into effect in
2011 and is saving many lives, incorporating those lost while driving, as well as lost on foot, and the
Specialized Alzheimer’s Day Care Act that was signed into law in 2012.

Pictures from our 10th Anniversary
Four special founders - Gaston Jones, Frederick Kroll, James G. Fragakis and Mary M. Barnes helped establish Alzheimer’s Community Care in October 1996. Each brought their own expertise
and awareness to the non-profit organization because they were directly affected by Alzheimer’s
disease and related disorders. More importantly, though, they wanted to influence change, so that
this set of neurocognitive disorders would become known as a “family disease.”
They understood, believed, and advocated, that a dementia-specific, focused-care system embedded
within local communities could solve problems that consistently put families in harm’s way. Such
a system, they contended, could preserve the quality of life for both the patient and the caregiver
throughout the duration of the disease.
This focus on “family attention,” for each patient and caregiver, has been a hallmark of Alzheimer’s
Community Care’s model of care that continues to provide a one-of-a-kind experience for each
family.
Today, Alzheimer’s Community Care is a unique health care provider and operator of the largest
number of licensed Specialized Alzheimer’s Care and Service Centers throughout the country.
Alzheimer’s Community Care’s staff members possess an unparalleled set of skills related to
dementia-specific care. Those skills will continue to evolve as technology further drives the
awareness of the disease and defines other medical practices for serving the ever-growing needs of
our families and all of society.

As we celebrate two decades of service, we are proud to continue our legacy of teaching, practicing
and advocating for the care and assistance that help thousands of families each month to learn that
where there is help, there is hope.

At Alzheimer’s Community Care,
we place a safety net around
patients and caregivers every day.
Our logo, which features an
image of two people, represents
that commitment to both patient
and caregiver.
The arm embraces both patient
and caregiver in the logo,
promises safety/security, dignity
and integrity of care, and ensures
that no family is isolated or alone
throughout the progression of the
disease.

Families and government entities continue to reach out to Alzheimer’s Community Care, seeking
effective planning, care, and services for the challenging medical conditions brought on by
Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders.
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DONOR			

Remembrances & Celebrations
IN REMEMBRANCE OF

Rella Adler						Stanley Hyman
Ashford Green at Aberdeen Associates
Hugh Harrison
Elsie Bascomb						Louis Somerville
Andrew F Bodine					Denise Yaeger
Ann Marie Bova					Hugh Harrison
Mary Jane Bradley					Carol Knight
Dale Bruhn						Stanley Hyman
								Lou Somerville
Joyce Chafetz						Beatrice Leiken
Kathy M Christian					
Dr. Harry Lawrence Cocolough
Anna Cocuzza						Sarah Sena
Lawrence Cohen					Beatrice Leiken
Merilyn Diamond					Stanley Hyman
Jerald Finkel						Stanley Hyman
Carol Fischetti						Vera Fischetti
Kevin Fitzgerald					Donald Bond
FL Geriatric Care Managers Association Susan Fleischer
Pearl Fox							Arline
Selma Freedman					Stanley Hyman
Lois Gebeloff						Edward Alan
Phyllis Glendal						Stanley Hyman
Roberta Grainer					Stanley Hyman
Naomi Greenberg					Irving Hect
Liela Hamori						Stanley Hyman
Joan Jacober						Rella Sedenfeld
Sheila Jacobs						Stanley Hyman
Basil Kamener						Marvin Brown
Jack Kaufman						Dorothy Isaac
A Hopkins Kennemer				
Gordon Kelley
Rosalie Klein						Beatrice Leiken
Steve Klein						Beatrice Leiken
Thialia Klein						Stanley Hyman
Leslie Knight						Carol Knight
Michelle Kunz						Richard Goodnow
Carol Marsh						Hugh Harrison
Eileen Michaelson					Jeff Scharfer
Marion Miller						David Fell
Carol Miropol 						Edward Alan
Rose Mogabgab 					
Larry Colcolough, MD
Anne Naroff						Morris Shapiro
Ashley Ouellette					Betty Jean Ouellette
6
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DONOR				

IN REMEMBRANCE OF

Marie Pardini					Sarah Sena
Susan Parks					Dan Gilbert
							Jackie Himmilreich
							Annie Forster
Judith Perry					Stanley Hyman
Barry Press					Stanley Hyman
Arthur I Sherman, Trustee		
Stanley Hyman
Arthur Silver					Stanley Hyman
John J Slattery					Jim Gregory
Samuel Snyder					Veronica Snyder
Oscar Sotsky					Stanley Hyman
Toby R Steinberg				
Clarice De Bruler
Alan Stitzer					Beatrice Leiken
Thomas Tookey					Stanley Hyman
Harriet & Bruce Wallach			
Ruthie Shelton
Ruth Weinreb					Larry Ring
							Robert Goldberg
							Renee Closter
J.D. Wojciechowski				Sarah Sena
Thomas Young					Jane Gnerre
Doreen Zaccagnini				Hugh Harrison

WE NEED YOUR HELP.

ALZHEIMER’S COMMUNITY CARE

relies on the support of individuals, corporations and foundations to fund our
services and resources. One of the ways you can help us is through our
Remembrances and Celebrations program.
This is a wonderful way to honor a loved one or friend
who has been affected by the disease.
To make a contribution, please contact the Development
Department at 561.683.2700 or visit us at www.alzcare.org.
To make a gift, please scan the
QR Code with your smartphone.

Your gift will make a true impact
on the lives of our Alzheimer’s families.

ALZHEIMER’S COMMUNITY CARE / SPRING 2016
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MEET OUR BOARD
Thornton M. “Tim” Henry is a Shareholder with the law firm of Jones, Foster,
Johnston & Stubbs, P.A., and Chairman of the Firm’s Private Client Services Group,
concentrating in estate planning, charitable giving and trust and estate
administration. Tim is a member of the Florida Board and a Florida Bar Board
Certified Tax Lawyer.
Away from his vocation, Tim has led mission trips to Russia, Brazil, Ecuador, Guatemala, Mexico, Costa Rica,
the Bahamas, Paraguay, and Peru, as part of his goal to devote a substantial portion of his time to charitable and
civic work. In December 2011, Tim joined the Board of Directors at Alzheimer’s Community Care, shortly after
the death of his former business partner, John McCracken.
“The thing I treasure most about being involved with Alzheimer’s Community Care is hearing the accolades
showered on the organization from everyone who has come in contact with it, whether a volunteer or a
family member,” says Tim. “Knowing that they are not just talking about an organization, but mostly the staff
and Board leadership makes me proud. I am just a ‘fill-in’ for my former partner, John McCracken, who helped
form Alzheimer’s Community Care and devoted countless hours to help its success! The growth in just a few
short years which I have been involved in is tremendous, and I know we are providing a benefit without measure
to families who have such great needs in caring for their loved ones in very challenging situations.”
Tim lives in West Palm Beach with his wife, Ann, and loves visiting his three children and seven grandchildren.

Alzheimer’s Community Care will take part in a national day of online giving.
Great Give 2016 kicks off as the clock strikes midnight on Tuesday, May 3 and lasts
for a full 24 hours!
As we celebrate our 20th anniversary this year, we have set a goal of raising $20,000
to go toward our continued work in providing quality and specialized care in South
Florida. We invite you to be a part of the legacy Alzheimer’s Community Care is
building for the community.
Mark your calendars now, and on May 3rd, visit: greatgiveflorida.org, search
Alzheimer’s Community Care, make a donation and help us make history!

Specialized Memory Care
in Palm Beach

Pacifica Provides:
• An Intimate Setting in our Homelike Cottages
• Nurse on Duty 24 Hours
• Beautifully Landscaped, Secure Walking Paths
• Respite Programs
Pacifica Senior Living, takes pride in offering
our specialized Legacies memory care program,
providing quality care
to our residents facing
Alzheimer’s and other
related dementias.
Ask about our Lifetime Fixed Pricing.

Call 561-434-0434 to
schedule a personal tour!

4760 Jog Road | Greenacres, FL 33467 | PacificaSeniorLiving.com |
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CAREGIVER CORNER
At two of our recent community events, the following heartfelt poem written by Owen
Darnell, was shared by a caregiver. The poem has special meaning to anyone taking care
of a loved one with Alzheimer’s disease, and may help you on a challenging day.

Do Not Ask Me to Remember
Do not ask me to remember,
Don’t try to make me understand,
Let me rest and know you’re with me,
Kiss my cheek and hold my hand.
I’m confused beyond your concept,
I am sad and sick and lost.
All I know is that I need you,
to be with me at all cost.
Do not lose your patience with me,
Do not scold or curse or cry.
I can’t help the way I’m acting,
Can’t be different, though I try.
Just remember that I need you,
That the best of me is gone,
Please don’t fail to stand beside me,
Love me ‘til my life is done.

10
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Congratulations to Holly Devlin, the winner of the new 55-inch TV from our 19th Annual
Alzheimer’s Educational Conference drawing. Holly, who recently moved here from
Clearwater, Florida, is a caregiver for her mother. She learned about the conference through
our Palm Beach Gardens Day Center.
“The conference and speakers were amazing and so informative,” says Holly. “I couldn’t believe
how much I learned from the presentations and the breakout sessions. It was my first time and
I highly recommend attending the conference. My next step will be joining a support group so
I can continue my own learning.”
“ACC is very important to our family. Bob revels in the attention he gets
from the staff and other patients. His
time at the center gives me time to
take care of my needs.” - Isabel

“I can’t say enough praise for the
ladies at the North Stuart Center who
work with my brother-in-law. I don’t
know how I could handle my
situation without it.” -June

“I thank God for Alzheimer’s
Community Care. When I leave Sam
at the day center, I have such a peace
knowing he is in good hands.” -Ann

ACC
Caregiver
Testimonials

“The organization helped us to get
funding, which allows my husband to
go to the day center and get the
socialization and brain stimulation
he needs.” - Deborah

A Pahokee Day Center patient was dropped off at home by Palm Tran from the center. While the
caregiver was occupied, the patient left home and managed to get on the Coach Transit outside
of Belle Glade. The caregiver immediately notified 911 and SafetyNet. The patient was located
in under 45 minutes by utilizing the ID Locator Bracelet. The caregiver’s sister was relieved and
pleased as to how the “lost on foot” patient was handled.
ALZHEIMER’S COMMUNITY CARE / SPRING 2016
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BUILDING A COMMUNITY
By KARISSA J. GRANT, Communications Manager
“The whole idea of our day center is not just to take care of the patient, but to also take care of you.” Erin Lepak, LPN
Erin has just been with Alzheimer’s Community Care since November and serves as the Program Manager of our
Delray Beach Day Center. I had the chance to spend a part of the afternoon with her as she described her work at the
Delray center and how they contribute to the legacy Alzheimer’s Community Care continues to build upon through
their work with patients and caregivers. Later on, I also had the opportunity to hear from Eileen Pantoliano, RN BSN,
the Senior Family Nurse Consultant, about her role in supporting the mission of the organization.
Q: Describe a day in the life at the Delray Beach Day Center.
Erin: Activities are in full swing about 9 a.m. In the mornings, we always start with singing because everyone
enjoys the music. That’s the one thing everyone connects with. When the afternoon arrives, we move toward
quieter and more individualized activities. We have a group of patients who just like to sit and socialize with one
another. We try to tailor what we do according to ability, interest and cognitive level. We’ll have one group doing
bingo, one doing matching with cards, one doing nuts and bolts. We have a great activities coordinator and our
calendar is always full. She keeps everyone engaged and makes sure to pair the patients with what will be best for
them. Also, our program assistants are so good at what they do and they know the patients inside and out; their
abilities, their likes and dislikes. They are very involved and very knowledgeable.

Q: How would you describe the culture and personality of your center?
Erin: I imagine all of the centers are somewhat similar, but I would say we are easygoing. Regardless of cognitive
level, everyone has a great sense of humor. We are always laughing. What I’ve loved to watch is how the patients
with higher level cognitive functioning, almost take on a maternal/paternal role to the other patients – it isn’t even
prompted in any way, it just happens naturally. The patients here are close and like a little family. Like any family
they may have their little squabbles, (she smiles) but they really care about each other. We are also very musical,
everyone is really involved in it. I’ll put on a variety of tunes, but Motown seems to be the favorite. No matter what
I play, it always comes back to Motown.
Q: How do you describe the work you do?
Erin: The whole idea of the day center is not just to take care of the patient, but to also take care of the caregiver.
To take away some of that stress they may feel and letting them know that they need time, too. We let them know,
you shouldn’t feel guilty about taking time to have respite for yourself. I’ve found that sometimes caregivers say they
aren’t doing enough, and I stress to them you are doing a great job and take the respite.
Eileen: In my role, I oversee the patients in the day center. I am responsible in assessing the patient and making
sure they are appropriate for the center. If they are hospitalized, I assess them prior to their return and if there is a
situation in the center with the patient, I meet with the caregiver to discuss. Also, in relation to the community, it

12
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helps having my office in a medical complex because I can then go around to the offices and
introduce Alzheimer’s Community Care to them, so they have a greater idea of what we can offer.

Spotlight on

Q: How do you feel you are contributing to the building of a legacy for our community?
our Delray
Eileen: I always hope caregivers know how much I care and understand what they are going
Day Center
through. Whatever I know, I make sure to pass on to my caregivers as a resource, whether that be
medications, or even just better ways of communicating with their loved one. We want to leave a
lasting impression with them.
Erin: We don’t just focus on the patients, it really is an effort to provide respite care for the caregiver and to provide
the best day center experience for the patient. I know Eileen works toward this as well. Caregivers are 50% of the
equation and in a lot of ways, it’s almost more important for the respite to be provided. Without the caregiver, that
equation isn’t there. And sometimes they are just under so much stress, it’s nice to be able to provide services for them
that can help take some of that stress away.
Q: As we celebrate our 20th anniversary, what is your hope and wish for Alzheimer’s Community Care, and your center?
Eileen: To continue to expand! To be able to serve more of the Spanish-speaking population and provide support
groups to them. In the future, providing weekend day care and respite nights for caregivers so they can leave their
loved one later in the day care, and maybe even evening support groups.
Erin: Growth! And an even greater awareness in our community.

When I asked both Erin and Eileen what was most rewarding about being a part of the legacy of Alzheimer’s Community
Care, they gave similar answers, each having two different effects on the population they serve.
Then, Erin shared a touching moment.
Eileen: I enjoy the one-on-one meetings with caregivers when I can educate them on the disease and ways they can
cope with the caregiving process. I always remind them not to hesitate to ask for help, and they are not alone
anymore.
Erin: Definitely, the hands-on with the patients, being one-on-one with them during activities and just being able to
spend that time with them is the best part of the day. It’s also the caregivers. We had a patient who passed away, his
caregiver had made friends with another caregiver whose loved one still attends here. After the patient passed, the
caregiver’s friend went out and bought musical instruments for the center, because she knew how much they love it
here. Tambourines, drums, bells, etc. There were enough instruments for everyone and even more. We call it the Hugh
Harrison Memorial Band. We practice, we perform. That was such a generous offer. That makes this so rewarding.
Every day is a new experience for Erin at the center, but in talking to her and Eileen, you can see just how invested they
are in the work they do toward fulfilling the organization’s mission. “Fulfilling and inspirational,” said Erin when I asked
her to give me two words that sum up her experience. “Honestly, with what I do, I know that I’m actually making a
difference in people’s lives. I am so inspired by the patients, by the caregivers...and by my staff.”

For information on immediate placement in our day centers or funding, please see page 23.
ALZHEIMER’S COMMUNITY CARE / SPRING 2016
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ACC on the Move

Arden Courts, a 100%
dedicated memory care
community, recognizes the
importance of customizing
a well-rounded care plan for
residents with Alzheimer’s
or related dementias to help
them thrive physically and
emotionally. Our services
and results extend beyond
traditional programs.

Delray Beach
16150 Jog Road
Delray Beach, FL 33446
561.498.5552
West Palm Beach
2330 Village Boulevard
West Palm Beach, FL 33409
561.688.9999
arden-courts.com

We are proud of our results*:
• Our residents demonstrate an
increase in socialization after
move-in through our continuum
of programs and activities
• We have over 18 years
of experience in focused
dementia care
• 100% of our families are satisfied
with our services*
• 100% of our families feel the staff
is caring (concerned)*
*2015 facility scores for both locations listed

Alzheimer’s Community Care joined 36 other charities for an evening of fun and
excitement at the 2016 Great Charity Challenge presented by Fidelity Investments,
on February 6. The Great Charity Challenge, which awards more than $1.5 million to
competing charities each year, was held during the fourth week of the Winter
Equestrian Festival at the Palm Beach International Equestrian Center in Wellington.
The Challenge is a relay-style equestrian jumping competition with teams consisting
of three riders who are randomly paired with a charity. Each charity is also paired
with a corporate sponsor. This year, Alzheimer’s Community Care was sponsored by
both Trelawny Farms and Bank of America, and was awarded $20,500 based on the
performance of the Trelawny Farm team.

Assisted Living Facility License #9240 and 8661

®

©2016 HCR ManorCare
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ACC on the Move

ACC on the Move

14th Annual Treasure Coast Luncheon
“Hope is Blooming”

Alzheimer’s Prevention:
A Medical Symposium

Alzheimer’s Community Care partnered with Brain Matters Research and Scripps Florida to
present “Alzheimer’s Prevention: A Medical Symposium,” at Scripps Florida in Jupiter on
January 27. The healthcare and research organizations sponsored the complimentary
Symposium for 165 South Florida residents and health professionals, addressing the need for
greater efforts regarding Alzheimer’s disease and related disorders.

The Pine School Jazz Ensemble
provided entertainment

Co-Chairs Bonney Johnson & Sue Shipper
(standing) with Honorary Co-Chairs
Ceejay & Jack Heckenberg

Keynote Speaker Dr. David Watson,
Mary M. Barnes and Bryan Garner, Emcee

Alzheimer’s Community Care hosted the organization’s 14th Annual Treasure Coast Luncheon
on January 29 at Mariner Sands Country Club in Stuart, Florida. Dr. David Watson, founder of
the Alzheimer’s Research and Treatment Center and a leading Certified Principal Investigator in
Alzheimer’s disease and prevention, served as the luncheon’s Keynote Speaker. Dr. Watson
reviewed the latest developments in the fight against Alzheimer’s disease and related
neurocognitive disorders. He has conducted more than 300 clinical research trials on
Alzheimer’s disease over the past 20 years.
The luncheon, which serves as Alzheimer’s Community Care’s fundraiser on the Treasure Coast,
featured an amazing array of silent auction items along with live musical entertainment from The
Pine School Jazz Ensemble. Bryan Garner, Manager, FPL Communications, served as the Master
of Ceremonies.
We offer special thanks to the entire volunteer committee, led by Co-Chairs Bonney Johnson and
Sue Shipper, for presenting this bouquet of delight to the Treasure Coast.

Guests experienced presentations from Dr. Mark Brody, President and Founder of Brain
Matters Research, and Dr. Sathya Puthanveettil, from the Department of Neuroscience at
Scripps Florida.
Headlining the evening was Dr. Amos D. Korczyn, Sieratzki Professor of Neurology at Tel Aviv
University, who focused on “Alzheimer’s Prevention and Why We Have Failed to Find a Cure.”
With nearly 10 million new cases of dementia diagnosed worldwide last year, Dr. Korczyn
advocated for a variety of lifestyle changes that could potentially address what he termed “a
public health priority.”

Treasure Coast Luncheon Committee:
(Seated, left to right) Laura Young, Bonney Johnson, Sue
Shipper, Barbara Roti. (Standing, left to right)
Dorothy Duvé, Carol Davis, Ellen Peitz, Paulette Craft,
Ann Corwell, Gytha Von Aldenbruck, Pat Williams,
Deanna Casey.
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Dr. Amos D. Korczyn, Tel Aviv University,
advocates for lifestyle changes

Dr. Sathya Puthanveettil, Scripps Florida

Dr. Mark Brody, Brain Matters Research
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ACC on the Move

Teal Runway II: Palm Beach
Bringing together a fabulous venue, an Inspirational Speaker, two
fashion icons and a dazzling array of Silent Auction items, Alzheimer’s
Community Care hosted the 2016 Teal Runway II: Palm Beach
Luncheon and Fashion Show on February 18, at the Four Seasons
Resort Palm Beach. Our Signature Fundraising Event benefits the
services and resources the organization provides to those in Palm
Beach County affected by Alzheimer’s disease and related
neurocognitive disorders.
Whitney Burbank, TV Journalist for WPBF-25, served as the Mistress
of Ceremonies. Tenna Wiles, CEO of the Palm Beach County Medical
Society, served as the luncheon’s Inspirational Speaker. Wiles provided
her unique perspective as not only a medical professional, but also a
caregiver for loved ones afflicted with the disease.

Members of Alzheimer’s Community
Care’s Board of Directors

The fashion show featured modern apparel from Evelyn & Arthur with
models from the Palm Beach Luncheon committee along with
fashionable accessories from Sequin Palm Beach.

Mutual of America
2015 National Community Partnership Award
Alzheimer’s Community Care was formally recognized with
a 2015 Mutual of America Foundation National Community
Partnership Award, during a luncheon held on February 24.
The organization was honored as a Merit Finalist Award
Recipient for the Dementia-Specific Practicum for Nursing
Student Program, a landmark collaboration that provides
training for community-based, dementia-specific care.
Nearly 200 undergraduate nursing students have participated
in this program, which has now expanded to include graduate
nurses pursuing advanced degrees.
Hundreds of applicants throughout the United States apply for this award each year.
Alzheimer’s Community Care was one of only 10 ultimate recipients.

There were a number of outstanding silent auction items including
donations from Hawk’s Cay Resort, Four Seasons Resort Palm Beach,
The Honda Classic, The Kravis Center, and Taboo Restaurant.
The committee, chaired by Nanci Hannan of Brookdale, truly made
this one-of-a-kind event a fashionable success!
Alzheimer’s Community Care Board Chair, Judith B. Rappaport
(left) congratulates Mary M. Barnes on the award
(Above)
Tiffany Womack of
TrustBridge Health
models at the 2016
Teal Runway II
(Right)
Whitney Burbank,
WPBF-25,
Mistress of
Ceremonies
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Members of the Palm Beach Luncheon Committee join Mary M. Barnes at
the Palm Beach Luncheon held at the Four Season Resort Palm Beach

Karen Gilbert, RN MS CDP, accepts her award from Ted
Herman, Vice Chairman, Mutual of America Foundation
Pictured left to right: Ivan Gregory, VP of Mutual of America
West Palm Beach; Dr. Raywattie Sooklall, Assistant Nursing
Director of Palm Beach State College; Usar Suragarn, MSN,
BS, BA, RN, Clinical Administrator, Graduate Practice
Programs, Lynn College of Nursing at Florida Atlantic
University; Kathleen Herd, VP of Grants & Fund
Development of Alzheimer’s Community Care; Karen
Gilbert, RN, MS, CDP, VP of Education & Quality Assurance
of Alzheimer’s Community Care; Judith B. Rappaport, Chair
of the Board of Directors of Alzheimer’s Community Care;
Mary M. Barnes, President & CEO of Alzheimer’s
Community Care; Phyllis King, PhD, MSN, RN, Professor of
Nursing at Palm Beach Atlantic University; Ted Herman, Vice
Chairman of the Mutual of America Foundation; Thomas
Gilliam, CEO of the Mutual of America Foundation.
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ACC on the Move
By KAREN GILBERT, RN MS CDP, Vice President of Education & Quality Assurance

A Rewarding Experience -- Alzheimer’s Community Care’s
19th Annual Educational Conference
“This Conference was awesome.”
“This was my first Conference, and I received a wealth of information.”
“Thanks so much for this Conference and the presenters. Great job!”
These are just a few of the comments from attendees at Alzheimer’s Community Care’s 19th Annual Educational
Conference, held March 17-18, at the Palm Beach County Convention Center. More than 850 attendees
participated in the Conference, including more than 100 health care professionals each day.
This year’s theme, “Pathways…Navigating Your Way,” set the stage for 29 unique presentations, all designed to
provide family caregivers and healthcare professionals with information and tools for “charting a course” for
both patient and caregiver through the journey that is Alzheimer’s disease and related neurocognitive disorders.
Here is a recap of programs presented each day:
· The Path to Benefits
· Navigating Through Memory Changes
· Lewy Body Dementia
· Speaking “Alzheimer’s”
· Securing Professional Home Care Staff
· Elder Exploitation
· Alzheimer’s Treatment & Prevention
· Long-Term Care Options
· A Pathway to Alzheimer’s Care
· Driving, Aging and Dementia
· Medicare, Medicaid and Veterans’ Benefits

· Outsmarting Alzheimer’s Disease
· Coping with Alzheimer’s Disease
· The Risk of Wandering
· The ABCs of Long-Term Care
· Plan for the Future
· Nutrition Pathways
· Veterans Benefits and Medicaid Changes
· Behavioral and Psychological Symptoms
· Home Health, Assisted Living, Nursing Home
· Caring for Veterans and Their Families
· Should You Consider a Clinical Trial?

We also acknowledge the dedication and hard work of our volunteers, many of whom have served at numerous
Alzheimer’s Educational Conferences.
This year, our volunteers also included seven health care professional students, all experiencing preceptorships
with Alzheimer’s Community Care. Volunteers represented Florida Atlantic University, Palm Beach Atlantic
University and Palm Beach State College.
The Plenary Session on the first day of the Conference was conducted by Dr. David Chiriboga, Dr. Nan Sook
Park and Dr. Victor Molinari, of the University of South Florida. They presented “The Impact of Innovative
Approaches for Patient and Caregiver,” discussing how focused, robust support for caregivers, and individualized
cognitive and physical interventions for patients, as modeled by Alzheimer’s Community Care’s Family Nurse
Consultant and Specialized Day Centers, serve to ease the burden for caregivers and optimize the patient’s
physical and cognitive function. This can result in families staying together, safely in the community.
The afternoon Plenary Session began with an address by Matt Hudson, Speaker pro tempore of the Florida House
of Representatives. Speaker pro tempore Hudson offered a personal story about his role as a caregiver for a loved
one with Alzheimer’s disease.
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Speaker pro tempore Hudson then introduced the Secretary of the Florida
Department of Elder Affairs, Samuel P. Verghese, who addressed “Challenges and
Opportunities for Combating Dementia in Florida.” Secretary Verghese reviewed
the Department’s new Dementia Care and Cure Initiative, and explained how this
program will help to connect patients and caregivers with support resources
available within Florida, and also promote research efforts to find a cure.

Special Thank You to
Our Breakout
Session Speakers
Sharon Bock, Clerk/
Comptroller

The Breakfast Session on Day Two began with the uplifting “Finding Joy in the
Journey,” presented by Scott Greenberg and Tino Negri. They showed all
attendees how to accentuate the positive, tap into the power of music, and navigate
the course of Alzheimer’s disease with love and smiles.
The second Plenary Session that day featured Chief Deputy Michael Gauger of the
Palm Beach County Sheriff ’s Office (PBSO). Dr. Patrick Halperin, Captain Joel
Rossi, and Lieutenant Ramon Jimenez, all of PBSO, joined Chief Deputy Gauger in
describing the risk of wandering and becoming lost on foot for those with
Alzheimer’s disease or related neurocognitive disorders, as well as Florida’s new
Lost on Foot Silver Alert Program. In addition to this new program’s robust
training for Law Enforcement Officers and Deputies, the Lost on Foot Silver Alert
Program includes education for families and facilities, all designed to reduce the
risk of elopement.
All attendees received the Program’s new Family Risk Guide, and an introduction
to PBSO’s proposed voluntary registry. The registry is intended to provide families
with the ability to upload vital information and photographs in advance, so that a
search may be expedited if a loved one does go missing.

Dayne Duvall, LMT,
CAEd, CRTS
James Galvin, MD, MPH
Karen Gilbert, RN MS
CDP
James Goldenberg, MD
Lynette Johnson
Lisa Kline-Goldstein, Esq.
Kenneth S. Kosik, MD
Jeff Lukosavich, MBA
Tino Negri, CAEd
Paayal Patel, MD
Jacqueline Pevny, MD

Friday’s Keynote Address was presented by Dr. Kenneth S. Kosik, MD, Harriman
Professor of Neuroscience Research and Co-Director of the Neuroscience Research
Institute at the University of California, Santa Barbara. Dr. Kosik, author of two
books on Alzheimer’s, had attendees focused intently on his fascinating research in
Yarumal, Colombia, with a unique population experiencing early-onset
Alzheimer’s disease - by age 45 - due to a specific genetic mutation that research
has traced back over 400 years. Dr. Kosik described efforts to help many young
adults in this population facing the same destiny with clinical trials aimed at
reducing their risk of early-onset disease. Dr. Kosik also explained how this vital
research will impact approaches in the United States, potentially impacting
millions of Americans.

Ralph Robbins, CFP
Irv Seldin
G. Mark Shalloway, Esq.
Joseph Shega, MD
Marcia Teele, BA
Mary Underwood
John Vara, MD
David Vastola, DO
Lesley Vestrich, CSA, PA

Over two inspiring days, Conference attendees truly emerged with new and vital
information for navigating their way!

David Watson, PsyD, CCTI
Laura Zel Kremer, LCSW

We have read all of the evaluations prepared by attendees, and we will use this
feedback as we prepare for our
20th Annual Educational Conference in Spring 2017!
For more photos from both days of the Educational Conference,
please visit our website at: alzcare.org/photos

Kim Clawson, MA
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Photos from the 19th Annual Alzheimer’s Educational Conference

Shalloway & Shalloway, P.A.
Elder and Special Needs Attorneys

G. Mark Shalloway Florida Bar Board Certi�ied Elder Law Attorney

Specializing in:
Medicaid Planning
Long-Term Care Asset Protection Planning
Special Needs and Medicare Set Aside Trusts
Veterenas Bene�its
Guardianships
Wills
Trusts
Estates
Asset Administration of Special Need
Set Aside Trusts

1400 Centrepark Blvd., Suite 700
West Palm Beach, FL 33401
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(561) 686-6200
www.shalloway.com
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CASE MANAGEMENT PROFILE
By CHRISTINA DICKHOFF, RN BSN, Vice President of Community Care Services

Danielle Worley, Supervisor of Case Management

Danielle has a Bachelor’s degree in Art Education and a Master’s degree in
Mental Health Counseling and Marriage and Family Therapy. Danielle’s
first job in the field was as a Case Manager at Alzheimer’s Community
Care and she was quickly promoted to her current position of Supervisor
of Case Management. She supervises three employees in a department
that is growing and will include another case manager soon.
What is a typical day in the Case Management department at
Alzheimer’s Community Care?

As the supervisor of case management I am responsible for ensuring that we
are serving our families in accordance to the agency mission and funding
requirements of the state. We must complete state paperwork and
documentation that is continually reviewed. It is my role to ensure that the
case management is adhering to these guidelines and staying on target with funding goals. I work with my
staff to identify funding programs to help serve the families, supporting staff with questions and how to
manage their workload.

individuals. The families have often talked to many different agencies and are confused about where and how to
get help. We must gain the trust of the family to help them follow the steps to receive the resources they need.
Often the greatest challenge comes when there are no funds available for additional services or patients do not
qualify and we must look for alternative plans of action. We must think outside the box for these resources.
My staff and I find strategies and support that allow caregivers to continue to work, participate in activities, reduce their stress, and in the long term improve the patient’s and caregiver’s quality of life.
What is rewarding about your job at Alzheimer’s Community Care?
My personal mission in life is to be able to use my gifts and skills to improve others’ lives and make this world a
better place because I was here. I have been at Alzheimer’s Community Care for 11 years because I believe in the
mission of the agency and the innovative strategies that are presented to help support the patients and families
through the disease process. We make a difference on a local, state and national level, and I come to work every
day proud that I am helping people through this journey.
About twice a year a caregiver will tell me, “You’re an angel!” In this moment, I know I have fulfilled my
purpose in life. I thank Alzheimer’s Community Care for giving me the opportunity and support to help improve
the lives of others.

FREE Memory Screenings
Early detection and treatment of
memory loss can make a difference.

I field funding requests throughout the agency for patients who want to attend one of our day centers. I
research and review their eligibility and determine if they are currently enrolled in other state or federal
programs. After someone is approved for a day care funding source, such as Alzheimer’s Disease Initiative
(ADI), the case manager must do an initial assessment in the patient’s home, follow up 14 days later to ensure
they are happy with the services, and then return every six months thereafter.

Some slowing of thought processes and short-term memory loss may
come with aging. However, when it becomes progressively worse and
interferes with daily life, a medical screening and evaluation
can make a difference.
Our caring team approach can offer effective treatment options
that may be right for you or your loved one.

Many times caregivers need additional care for the patient in the home. We will contact our partners (for
example, Area Agency on Aging, Mae Volen Senior Center, Department of Senior Services) to see if they have
extra funding available to provide in-home care, supplies, etc. We also help patients get on the list for
Long- Term Medicaid. We are very fortunate to have a PACE program in our area and we can recommend
their services. Our mission is to keep patients in their homes. We realize sometimes this isn’t possible, so we
assist caregivers in finding long-term care for their loved ones.
Families contact us for support with a wide range of concerns including questions about services,
dementia-related behaviors and insurance questions. They also contact us because on any given day they may
need someone to talk to and will reach out to a case manager for this emotional support.
How do you and the Case Management department make a difference in people’s lives?
Overall, the core of our department’s mission is to link services and resources to families that do not have the
financial means to afford them. We must find county, state, and federal funding programs for these
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Space is limited and appointments are required.

Schedule by calling:

561.882-9100

The Memory Disorder Center at St. Mary’s Medical Center
5305 Greenwood Avenue • Suite 102 • West Palm Beach, FL

www.StMarysMC.com
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A COMMUNITY THAT BUILDS
By KARISSA J GRANT, Communications Manager

“Don’t give people what they want, give them what they need.” Joss Whedon, screenwriter
As we celebrate our 20th anniversary, it’s good to be reminded of how important the work we do at Alzheimer’s
Community Care is and that there is a continued need for our services and resources. Jelena Curtis, LPN, the Family
Nurse Consultant from our Pahokee Day Center, saw a need and filled it, with help from an entire community.
Upon receiving a referral for a new patient from the local doctor’s office, Jelena traveled to the patient’s home to
evaluate his needs. The patient and his wife were most excited as they had just moved into their new trailer, but Jelena
noticed there was no wheelchair ramp for the patient. Each and every day two men would have to lift the
wheelchair-bound patient in and out of his house. Without direct access to the patient, Palm Tran was unable to
provide transportation for the patient to the day center.
“I contacted Tina Dickhoff, our VP of Community Care Services, to see if we could find funding to build a ramp,” says
Jelena. Thanks to the generosity of The H.E. Hill Foundation in Belle Glade, we were able to build the ramp and get
him transportation to the day center for an extended period of time.
Then, the community showed up in a big way! T&S Construction, a local general contractor, provided all labor free of
charge. Matt Weeks, the owner of Seminole Supply Company of Belle Glade, provided the lumber and supplies at his
cost. When it came time to paint, Fire Chief Sam Haubert of Belle Glade knew the Glades Day Future
Farmers of America students were in need of a community service project, so Jelena reached out to them.
The students spent a pretty hot Florida day in March prepping and painting the wheelchair ramp until it was
complete...and they had a lot fun doing it!
How did Jelena feel when it was all done? “It all came together! The patient is in the day center five days a week and
the whole community knows all about it. The students had a blast and the patient’s family is thrilled. The school
thanked me for including them in the community service project and asked me to remember them in the future. The
contractor invited me to contact him again, if I ever have a need for Alzheimer’s Community Care patients.”

Glades Day FFA students celebrate with a Pahokee patient and his wife
before they begin painting the ramp.
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ACColades
By MALAIKA C. BARLOW, Vice President of Human Resources

EMPLOYEE OF THE QUARTER

WAYS YOU CAN GIVE
91 cents of every dollar donated to Alzheimer’s Community Care goes
directly to services and resources for our organization’s
patients and caregivers.

Digna Cepeda

Employed with Alzheimer’s Community Care since July 2007
Alzheimer’s Community Care proudly dedicates this page to
recognizing and honoring a staff member who received a special
distinction by her peers.
“It is not how much you do, but how much love you
put in the doing.” Mother Teresa
Digna Cepeda, a Program Assistant in our West Lake Worth
Specialized Alzheimer’s Adult Day Center, puts love and compassion
in the care she provides to our patients. “When I get up in the
morning, I look forward to work – being with my patients all day.”
She shared that she focuses on patients’ needs ranging from toileting
to talking with them. Those spontaneous hugs from patients are one
way Digna measures how much she is doing for our patients.

Alzheimer’s Community Care offers
many forms of In Memory of and In Celebration donations:
Monetary Donations
Matching Gifts
Flowers
Wills and Estate Planning
Sponsorship Opportunities
Volunteer Opportunities
Gifts-In-Kind

Call (561) 683-2700 or visit www.alzcare.org

Digna joined our organization in July 2007. She and her husband
previously owned and operated Casique Restaurant and A&G
Supermarket in Loxahatchee, Florida. Originally from the
Dominican Republic, Digna enjoys reading and gardening in her
personal time. “I enjoy gardening. My backyard is full of flowers.
The roses and carnations are my favorites.”

We salute Digna Cepeda, CNA, as our
Employee of the 4th Quarter 2015.

Your Trusted

“Friend of the Family”
Since 1997

Volunteer Opportunities

Are you enthusiastic, warm, caring and friendly? Do you enjoy helping others? Do you have extra
time that you would like to spend doing something worthwhile and valuable?
Alzheimer’s Community Care is currently looking for volunteers in the following areas:
Caregiver Connection , Special Needs Shelter, Specialized Alzheimer’s Day Care Centers, Senior
Companion, Administrative Opportunities/General Office, Exhibits & Community Fairs.
If you are interested in volunteering for Alzheimer’s Community Care, please contact
Malaika C. Barlow at mbarlow@alzcare.org or (561) 683-2700 ext 117.
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Loving Care for You and Those You Love

Benefits of Care in YOUR home:
H Improved Quality of Life
H Peace of mind for YOU and your
FAMILY
H All levels of care referred (Nursing,
CNA/Home Health Aides, Companions)
available 24/7
H Specializing in Stroke and
Alzheimer’s Care
Call today for a complimentary
professional consultation and
start enjoying life again safely
and securely in your home.

800-962-0884

www.FamilyPrivateCare.com

License
# NR30211387
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ADVERTISING RATES FOR OUR MAGAZINE

ACC HAPPENINGS

Senior Advising and Assistance for: coordination of care • transporting & accompanying to medical visits • aging
in place • life transitions • patient advocacy • senior moves & downsizing • professional service referral • parent
care conversation • developing strategies for clients’ needs • bill paying • assisting with VA & Medicaid applications

We Guide you through the Challenges of Aging in the 21st Century

11911 US 1, Suite 201, North Palm Beach, FL 33408
Office: 561.444.9450 • Toll-Free: 855.532.3814 • www.srcaremgmt.com
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SERVICES & RESOURCES
EMERGENCY NUMBERS & SPECIAL NEEDS SHELTERS
Palm Beach County

EMERGENCY										911
Emergency Management									561-712-6400
Telecommunications Device for the Deaf						561-712-6343
Resource and Crisis Counseling							211
Special Needs Shelter Registration							561-712-6400
American Red Cross									561-833-7711
Consumer Assistance Hotline								800-227-8676
FEMA											800-621-3362
Fire Rescue - Non-Emergency								561-712-6550
Health Department									561-840-4500
Price Gouging Hotline									866-966-7226
Public Safety Department									561-712-6470
Salvation Army										561-686-3530
Emergency Repairs (24 Hours)								561-740-4600

Martin County

EMERGENCY										911
Special Needs Shelter Registration							772-287-1652
Resource and Crisis Counseling							211
Martin County Fire Rescue Department						772-288-5710
Martin County Emergency Management/Emergency Operations 		
772-287-1652
Martin County Sheriff ’s Office								772-220-7170
Red Cross (Martin County Chapter)							772-287-2018 or
												772-287-2002
Report Suspicious Activity/Non-Emergency Concerns				
772-220-7170
Neighborhood Watch									772-220-7011

St. Lucie County

EMERGENCY										911
Special Needs Shelter Registration							772-462-8100
Resource and Crisis Counseling							211
St. Lucie County Division of Emergency Management				
772-462-8100
Red Cross - Port St. Lucie Chapter							
772-878-7077
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SUICIDE PREVENTION INFORMATION
Dial 2-1-1 for suicide prevention services, information, assessment and referrals.
National Suicide Prevention Lifeline: 1-800-273-TALK (8255)
Press 1 for National Veterans Suicide Prevention Hotline
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Specialized Adult Care
Service Centers
PALM BEACH COUNTY
Boca Raton
4680 N. Dixie Hwy.
561-391-6955
Delray Beach
Betty Kroll Center
Seacrest Presbyterian Church
2703 Seacrest Blvd. North
561-330-3541
West Lake Worth (Se Habla Espanol)
3680 Lake Worth Rd.
561-432-0668
Lake Worth
Our Savior Lutheran Church
1615 Lake Ave.
561-585-7781
Pahokee
Leo & Anne Albert Alzheimer’s Care &
Service Center
470 Barack Obama Blvd. (East 1st Street)
561-924-7283
Palm Beach Gardens
Nativity Lutheran Church
4075 Holly Drive
561-630-4724
Wellington
Leo & Anne Albert Alzheimer’s Care &
Service Center
St. Michael Lutheran Church
1925 Birkdale Dr.
561-331-6576
West Palm Beach
Baxter Complex
800 Northpoint Pkwy., Suite 101-A
561-683-2700 ext. 45
MARTIN COUNTY

North Stuart
Prince of Peace Lutheran Church
2200 North Federal Hwy.
772-692-6981

ST. LUCIE COUNTY
Ft. Pierce
St. Peter’s Lutheran Church
2900 South Jenkins Rd.
772-466-3261

Family Nurse Consultants
Boca Raton
Eileen Pantoliano, RN
4800 Linton Blvd, Bldg D-502B
Delray Beach, FL 33445
561-381-0231

Delray Beach
Lia Rinaldy, RN
4800 Linton Blvd, Bldg D-502B
Delray Beach, FL 33445
561-381-0231

Lake Worth
Nia Walker, RN
800 Northpoint Parkway #101-B
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
561-683-2700

West Lake Worth
Nia Walker, RN
800 Northpoint Parkway #101-B
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
561-683-2700

Pahokee - Belle Glade
Jelena Curtis, LPN
470 Barack Obama Blvd.
Pahokee, FL 33476
561-924-7283

Wellington
Maria Alma, RN
1925 Birkdale Dr.
Wellington, FL 33414
561-331-6576

West Palm Beach
Kristeen Fashaw, RN
800 Northpoint Pkwy., #101-B
West Palm Beach, FL 33407
561-683-2700

Martin County
Erika Turke, RN
Towers Building
1111 S. Federal Hwy., Suite 116
Stuart, FL 34994
772-223-6351

St. Lucie County
Celeste Phillips, RN
c/o St. Peter’s Lutheran Church
2900 South Jenkins Rd.
Ft. Pierce, FL 34981
772-460-9166
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